Partner with Global Links to improve health globally and locally while also supporting the circular economy.

Sponsor a shipment of vital medical supplies and materials for one of Global Links’ health improvement projects. A sponsorship of $15,000 will fund a 40 foot shipping container with 15,000 pounds of supplies and furnishings.

Global Links provides US hospitals and the community with a socially and environmentally responsible alternative to discarding surplus medical supplies and equipment. Join us in our circular economy model of medical surplus rescue and donation.

**IMPACT LEVELS:**

- $5,000 = 5,000 lbs. rescued or the equivalent of 5 equipped Exam Rooms
- $10,000 = 10,000 lbs. rescued or an equipped hospital Patient Ward
- $15,000 = 15,000 lbs. rescued or the equivalent of 5 equipped Community Health Clinics

**BENEFITS:**

- Acknowledgement on our website, social media, and e-news that the distribution was made possible in partnership with [your company’s name].

**VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY:**

- Schedule a Custom Corporate Friday tour/volunteer shift to sort/pack rescued medical supplies for up to 15 employees.

Contact Stacy Bodow at sbodow@globallinks.org for more information.